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Abstract� This paper presents a real-time method for ex-
tracting information about the locomotive activity of animals
in wildlife videos by detecting and tracking the animals’ faces.
As an example application, the system is trained on lions. The
underlying detection strategy is based on the concepts used in
the Viola-Jones detector [1], an algorithm that was originally
used for human face detection utilising Haar-like features and
AdaBoost classi�ers. Smooth and accurate tracking is achieved
by integrating the detection algorithm with a low-level feature
tracker. A speci�c coherence model that dynamically estimates
the likelihood of the actual presence of an animal based on
temporal con�dence accumulation is employed to ensure a
reliable and temporally continuous detection/tracking capability.
The information generated by the tracker can be used to
automatically classify and annotate basic locomotive behaviours
in wildlife video repositories.

I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of semantic annotation in such a complex

domain as wildlife video has highlighted the importance of
ef�cient and reliable algorithms for animal detection and
tracking. Not only to recognise the presence of an animal and
determine its species but to narrow the contextual space of
wildlife’s heterogeneous semantics. However, there have been
only a few attempts to solve this problem, mainly focused
at a particular and narrow domain rather than offering a
more general solution. Walther et al. [2] utilise saliency maps
to minimize multi-agent tracking of low-contrast translucent
targets in underwater footage. Haering et al. [3] attempts to
detect high-level events like hunts by classifying and tracking
moving object blobs using a neural network approach. Aiming
at multiple object tracking, Tweed and Calway [4] develop
a periodic model of animal motion and exploit conditional
density propagation to track �ocks of birds. An interesting
approach, by Ramanan and Forsyth [5], takes into account the
temporal coherency and builds appearance models of animals.
Though dealing only with human faces, the algorithm by
Everingham et al. [6] combines a minimal manually labelled
set with an object tracking technique to gradually improve

the detection model. Trying to tackle the problem of animal
behaviour classi�cation, Gibson et al. [7] and Hannuna et
al. [8] have detected and classi�ed animal gait by applying
statical analysing to a sparse motion information extracted
from wildlife footage.

In this paper we present an algorithm that tracks animal
faces in wildlife rushes. The detection algorithm is an adapted
version of a human face detection method that exploits Haar-
like features and the AdaBoost classi�cation algorithm [1].
The tracking is implemented using the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
method, fusing it with a speci�c interest model applied to the
detected face region. This speci�c tracking model achieves
reliable detection and temporally smooth tracking of animal
faces. The results show that the tracking information can
be exploited to classify locomotive behaviour of the tracked
animal, e.g. lion walking left or trotting towards the camera.
Finally, the extracted metadata about the presence of the
animal, together with its locomotive behaviour, creates a strong
prior in the process of learning animal models as well as
in extracting the additional semantic information about the
animal’s behaviour and environment. The presented algorithm
is a part of a large content-based retrieval system within the
ICBR project [9], [10], that focuses on the computer vision
research challenges in the domain of wildlife documentary
production. Therefore the information on the existence and
behaviour of a speci�c animal is vital to the process of video
media reuse from an large digital video repository.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section II, a method
for animal face detection that uses Haar-like features and
AdaBoost classi�ers is presented. Section III describes
the algorithm that combines detection with tracking in a
joint interest model. The evaluation results are presented in
Section IV, while the �nal conclusions are given in Section V.

II. ANIMAL FACE DETECTION
In the domain of content-based retrieval of wildlife videos

for automatic reuse and repurposing in a digital media pro-
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Fig. 1. (top row) One of the sample patches, its normalised luminance
map, its normalised (green-red) colour-opponent map and the down-sampled
map as used for detector training(bottom row)The three most characteristic
features superimposed on the sample opponent-map and the accumulated
overlap density of all 250 features.

Fig. 2. (left) Pool of Haar-like feature kernels used to quantify a local contrast
con�guration.(right) Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) of the detector for lion
faces.

duction chain, the information on the presence of a particular
animal species and the way the animals behave in a given
video sequence is essential. In order to achieve the classi�-
cation of the animal locomotive behaviour, a speci�c method
that initially locates and consequently tracks the animal faces
in a given video clip has been developed.

Firstly, in order to measure the image support for the
presence of an animal face we have utilised an algorithm for
detection and recognition of human faces introduced by Viola
and Jones [1]. This algorithm exploits the local contrast con�g-
urations of the luminance channel in order to detect the image
regions with human faces. The detector is driven by a classi�er
that is generated by utilising the AdaBoost algorithm. We have
applied a modi�ed version of this algorithm, where the contrast
features are extracted from a colour opponent map calculated
as the difference of the red and green colour channels. This
change of the primary input space, as exempli�ed in Figure
1, strongly improves the robustness of the signal to shadow
and illumination changes innatural scenesas highlighted by
Troscianko et al. [11].

The procedure employs a pool of Haar-like characteristics as

feature space. Each Haar-like featuref represents a rectangu-
lar local contrast property outlining the existence of either an
edge, line or point (see Figure 2) in the colour difference map.
As given in Equation 1, a featuref consists ofN rectangular
componentsr (x; y; w; h). Each component contributes tof
with its average pixel valueS(r ) weighted byv:

f (I ) =
X

n 2 N

vn � S(r n ) (1)

Viola and Jones [1] show that eachS(r ) can be computed
in a highly ef�cient way by using only four accesses to the
integral image (II ), as de�ned in Equation 2.

S(r ) = II (x � 1; y � 1) + II (x + w � 1; y + h � 1)
� II (x + w � 1; y � 1) � II (x � 1; y + h � 1)

(2)

The integral image can be derived in linear time complexity
from the original imageI using an iterative approach, as given
in Equation 3.

II (x; y ) =
j = yP

j =0

i = xP

i =0

I (i; j )

II (� 1; y) = 0 ^ II (x; y ) = II (x � 1; y) + H (x; y );
H (x; � 1) = 0 ^ H (x; y ) = H (x; y � 1) + I (x; y ):

(3)

In order to detect regions with animal faces, the gentle
AdaBoost [12] learning algorithm is utilized to compose a
classi�er from the most characteristic set of the Haar-like
features. The classi�er is trained on a hand-labelled set of
positive and negative sample image patches. As shown in
the second row of Figure 1, the strongest classifying features
picked by the algorithm are located around the distinctive
facial areas, e.g. the nose, the eyes and the jaw. The �nal ”lion
face” classi�er combines 250 features. The training is done
using 680 positive image regions and 1000 negative ones. In
the working area (see Figure 2) the false alarm rate of1 in
10; 000 is very low given a hit rate of still93%.

In comparison to the classi�er driven by contrast
con�gurations of the luminance channel, the presented

Fig. 3. Comparison of the detector performance with growing detector
complexity using single channel features and shadow-robust colour difference
features.


